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Assuming that the precipitation of slightly soluble substances 
from aqueous solution represents the possibility to establish the 
general and special characteristics of precipitation, crystallization, 
coagulation, and flocculation processes, the rresearches of G. A. 
Hulett, P. P . von Weimarn, S. Oden, A. Smekal, V. Kohlschiltter, 
Wo. Ostwald, V. K. LaMer and others are •reviewed by 'Pointing 
to the accord and differences in the experimental results and their 
interpretations. 

Essentially the same mechanism of the stability/tlrutability 
states , is applied for all component subsystems (embryonation, 
nucleation, coagulation or flocculation of primary .particles) of 
precipitation processes. 

Special attention was paid to the role of concentrational and 
spatial-temporal factors i!n the appearence of intermediates a:nd 
various entities controlling the formation of the usually non
-equilibrated structures. The findimgs are examined from a more 
unified point of view by taking into account the short-orange and 
long-ra:nge forces in discontinuities of spatial-temporal functions. 

An attempt was made to use kinetic and thermodynamic data 
to give a statistical picture of the systems in which the mechanism 
of ·interactions representing molecular and ionic forces in the bulk 
solution and in the methorical layer of the solid is expressed. 

In trying to fliind a rational basis for the interpretation of a 
large spectrum of critical interactions involved in the transition 
from h omogeneous to heterogeneous systems, the so-called ».pre
cipitation bodies«, PB, and their relationships to other diagram
matical presentations of di:stl'tbution functions are presented. 

INTRODUCTION 

In these 75 years we have witnessed a very profound change in the 
understanding of the nature of physical, chemical, geological, and biological 
systems, i. e. of states and processes where besides quantum mechamics, nuclear, 
electronic, atomic, intra- and ·inter-molecular, as well as aimicronic, ultra
micronic, microscopic, macroscopic, and cosmic structures are involved. The 
continuity and discontinuity notions are now more easily definable, and the 
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distinction between words, units, constamts, and relationships .Ln various fields 
of mechanics, have, by the introduction of certainty and uncertainty limits 
and principles, put the emphasis on definitions and mealllings representing 
our knowledge in a much higher degree of precision and accuracy than they 
were in nineteen century. 

Although we are aware of the fact that according to semantics »words · 
are not things, and maps are not territories« we are .obliged to use. words, 
maps, diagrams, and relationships both in the numerical and nonnumerical 
expressinns of dimensions and units which are frequently beyond our com
prehension in the threedimensional space including the forth dimension of 
time. However, it is surprising how few attempts have been made to follow 
the more comprehensive definition of the systems which are certainly ones 
of the most essential for our orientahon towards the events in nature, and 
in our technological interventions, namely, the formation allld ·the dissolution 
of the solid phase in the liquid, and especially in the aqueous medium. The 
continuities and discontinuities in moire or less static structures, and in much 
more dy:namic interactions in liquids, and the. order and disorder functions 
are manifested here in such a way that we can follow transitions not only 
from macro to ,ITlJi.cro, but also from micro to ultramicro and further to 
smaller dimensions where the accuracy and precision of our ·observation 
goes to the limi:ts of our measurements. 

Taking 1into account that the determinations of our fundamental SI units: 
meter-kilogram-second, are now approaching to the limits of 1 in 109 rep110-
ducibility, we also have to look at the phenomena of precipitatfon in relation
ships which could be expressed in the characteristic range of 10-9 to 109 

units of space and time. In this respect just space-mass-time relatiom.shi:ps, 
or concentration - substantial composition - critical time system interdepen
dencies, and their interpretations including chemical, i.e. atomic (ionic) -
molecular :interactions in approximate and most direct volume and time e:icpre
sions appear to be able to clarify many confusing concepts, and elltminate 
from the scientific literature, and e.ven from textbooks, the elements of 
scientific folklore which were introduced at the time when many of the expe
rimental and thearetical tools now !in use were nonexistent. 

The need for a comprehensive interpretation at various levels, on the 
one hand, and for ascertaining the most simple relationships, on the, other 
hand, will justify an approach where the observable and experimentally 
easily definable facts have to be correlated wi:th the e:icperiences and insights 
gained in these 75 years about the states and p!rocesses which have some 
common features i:n such areas as those of the. phenomena :in the vast ocearnic 
and fresh water systems, in the formaUon of bones and teeth or - generally 
- of various elect110lytic and macromolecular interactions in living beings, 
in numemues technologies, and in many analytical and scierntific practkes and 
theor,ies. We will first analyze some case histories including experimental 
and theoretical elements appropriate. to the time of their development. After
words we will try to consoliidate the presentation of ex·pe.rimental results 
in some diagrams bearing the comprehensive but most obvious features of 
mutual relationships. Finally, we will look at the field in a broad conceptual 
framewo:rik, :in which spatial-temporal elements are considered within a wide 
spectrum of 1interactions between atoms (ions), molecules, clusters, primary, 
secondary and higher aggregates, playing part in precipitation phenomena. 
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SOME CASE HISTORIES 

Historically, we can follow the deve1opment of some notions and cognitions 
which play quite an exceptional role in the e1uc:ida:tfon of the mechanism :af 
ioillic precipitation processes. One of such notions is to prepare at will positive 
or negative sols of silver halides which was clearly demonstrated by Lot
termoser who summarized the experience gained in the nineteenth century. 
The origin of charges on colloid particles had been subject to a bitter discus
sion and the controversies divided colloid chemists into many grou ps dur~ng 
the first qua.rter of this century. Now, it is high time to give the entity bearing 
the charge at the interface between the solid matrix and solution at least 
a definite name. The name given by v. Weimarin was the homoatom ic complex 
compound. We used the term complexoid. The chemical and physical inter
actions of such entities wJth the environment, their discrete character, the 
two-dimensional or limited three-dimensional concentration accordi:ng to 
special equilibrium, a:nd the general texture of charge distribution are special 
questions, whlch :in addition to others have to be answered by using advanced 
methods and :instrume:ntaticm. In the past such questions were discussed mainly 
on the ground of eX'perimental evidence of adsorption, inclusion-occlusion, 
coprecipitation, arnd mixed crystal formation or solubility. 

Richards1, Hulett2 and Kohlschiitter3 introduced the problem of obtaining 
pure soli:d substamces, and the problem of inclusion or occlusion and solubility 
into an experimental frame which has through the experiments of Johnston4 , 

Weiser5, Paneth6, Fajans7, 0. Hahn8, Kolthoff9, Balarew10, Karaoglanov11, Pin
kus12, Tezaik13, and others, mainly on barium s'.llfate or silver halide systems, 
explained or nearly clarified the phenomena of .»irnner« adsorption. However, 
the .relationships between the solubtility and stze of ionic crystals have rema
ined obscure even after the investigations of Hulett14, Dundon15, and many 
others16•17 working on the fundamental theory of precipitation. The fact that 
the rnle of various precursors and various chemical equilibria have to be t aiken 
into account when the tram.formation of smaller particles into larger ones 
are observed must be rinterpreted in the light of new data about the formation, 
persistence and solution of chemically different species or de.fficient structures, 
and not ars a result of instability of smaller parhlcles against la111ger ones. 

With regard to adsorption laws, the formulations of Paneth6, Fajans7 
and 0 . Hahn8, with some modifications, seem to be correct. Hahn's fornnulation 
of Paneth-Fajans rule ris as follows: An ion from any dilution will be adsorbed 
by a precipitate (adsorbent) when the precipitate has a surface charge opposite 
to that of the adsorbed ion and the adsorbed compound is sparingly soluble 
in the solvent taiken. To this statement it was added18 that the degree of 
similarity of the adsorbed ion to the one of the constituent ions of the 
crystalline adsorbent is a very influential factor. 

Quite in line with such results were the discussions abouLmixed crystal 
formation, and the differences between re.al and •ideal crystals19, emphasi!zing 
the genotypical and phenotypical factors20 i:n the structure .of precipitates, as 
manifested by the phenomena of aging. Willstatter25, V. Kohlschiitter3, Kolt
hoff9, Balarew10, and Karaoglanov11, deserve the most credit for the clarifi
cation of the relationships between the chemical composition and physico
-chemical properties of the precipitate. 

However, the general approaches to concentrational-temporal factors, 
including the adsorption effects, were developed by v. Weimamn22, Oden23, 
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Haber24 and Kohlschutter3• It is interesting to · note that after v. Weimarn's 
publications, mainly dur~ng the first quarter of this century, and following 
two of v. Weimar:n's summarizing reports25 •26 , not a single comprehensive 
and coherent paper has been published on the guiding principles for the inter
pretation of prec,ipitation phenomena ~n electrolytic solutions. Balarew's27 

approach was limited to a hypothetical istatement that the thermodynamic equli
libria are closely ommecte.d with par,ticles ·of coHoi,d dimensions; and that 
of Volmer28, based on Gibbs' fundamental concepts, dealt with general prin
ciples without po~nting to the essential differences between the phenomena 
of precipitation occurring in different media. Some more detailed reports, 
such as the report on precipitation phenomena by Walton29, or on crystallisation 
by Mullin30, do not present Siufficiently clearly the common, most essential 
relationships, even in the precipitation stages of sparingly soluble substances. 

Probably by experimenting with one system only, usually with BaS04 , 

and applying very consequently the pr·inciple of supersaturation, v. Weimarn 
srucceded in drawing generalizations of the great coherence of induction and 
deduction eleme:nts which he could immediately use as universal approaches. 
Mention should be made of the universality of the colloidal state, including 
the signif.icance of spatial-temporal relationships, and the. notion of vectorial:ity 
in the processes of condensation of the matter. , 

The somewhat modified (starting from the highest ooncentrations) main 
scheme and the experimental results il1ustrating v. Weimarn's precipitation 
maxima are given in FigUJre 1. V. Weima1rn's precipitaition laws are as 
f.oUows25 : »With i1ncreas ing concentration of the reacting solutions, the average 
size of the precipitated crystalli:ne individuals (not their aiggregates) (1) passes 
through a maximum dur ing, and (2) decreases continually after the oomple
tit:ion of the process of direct crystallization; {3) for the same absolute con
centration of the reacting solutions (other conditions being equal), wiith decre
asing solubility of a substarnce, the average size of the precipitated crystals 
also decreases«. 

In many of his papers and books31 v. Weimann has formulated the 
expressions for the function relating to the, sLze of grai1ns: 

G (Q - L)n = const. 

where G .is size, Q the total concentration, and L the final solubility; n is 
the number characteristic for a system. At the extremes of supersaturation 
there are few single crys.tals at very small supersaturation, ·a:nd jellies or 
gelatinous precipitates are. formed in highest concentrations. The only difference 
between the jelly and a gelatinous precip1tate appears to be that in the latter 
case Ciontraction has taken place with the excretion of l1iquid between the 
mi:nute aggregates of the hydrated solid. 

In v . Weimarn's 

W=K 
condensation pressure Q- L P 

condensation res istance = K L = K L = K . U. 

W is the initial rate of precipitation, and Q-L=P amount of supersaturation. 
The ratlio P/L = U is the percenitage supersaturation •at the 1moment when 
preoipitation begins. The velocity .of the second stage is given by the Noyes
-Nermst equation: V = D/S · 0 (c -1), where D is the diffusion coefficient, 
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Figure 1. - P. P . v. Weimarn's schemes of precipitation curves (general, and some systems 
of silver sulfate and barium sulfate). 

S the thickness of the adherent film, Q the surface, c the ccmcentration of the 
surrounding s·olution, and 1 the •solubility of the dispersed phase for a given 
degree of dispersity; (c -1) may be termed the absolute s upersaturation. 
From these general formulations, v. Weimarn ar:riived at the conclusion that 
amorphous precipitates and jellies are obtatned when ratio P /L, that is the 
percentage of supersaturation U, can be enormous. 

Oden32 has shown that the definition of crystalline individuals in the 
e~perirrnents of v. Weimarn do not hold true i,n reality. In fact, the majority 
of grains obtained tin practice are ag.gi;egates of crystallites, and by using 
Oden's results on the determination of the sizes of primary particles, and 
taking into account their number in secondary structures, it is possible to 
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construct v. Weirnarn's precipitahon curve with the maximum. These 
relat1ons a:re presented tin Figure 2. V. Weimarn's precipitation curves without 
the maximrum are expected after a very long period of time at small super
saturat1on. It .is interesting to note that although v. Weimarn was wrong 
in his 1statements about the individual crystals in his precipitation maxima, 
he very keenly observed and correctly interpreted rnearly all the essential 
stages of predpitation 1phenomena. In this respect a great deal of information 
can be obtained from his reports33 dealing with: 

»The influence ·of solubility, adsovption, complex-formation aind salvation 
upon stability of the colloidal state; Solvailion as the chief factor of the 
stability ·of colloidal solutions; 

Dispergation of precipitates of sparingly-sroluble substances, and d1sper
gation in statu nascendi; 
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Figure 2. - Construction of the v. Weimarn's precipitation curve of barium sulfate taking into 
account the Oden's analysis (formation of secondary structures by aggregation of primary 

particles). 
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Surface-adsorption and dispergation of BaS04 in alcoholicaqueous ,solutions 
of BaCl2 , BaBr2 and BaJ2 ; 

Surface-adso~ption, inclusion-ads·orption and capillar-adsorpbon; 
ApLicability of Wo. Ostwald's dispergation law to the case of BaS04 ". 

As mentaioned abo.ve, Oden's studies were complementary to v. Weimarin's 
investigations. Oden34 intrnduced into the field of precipitation priocesses not 
only a very powerful instrumentation, namely the registrational sedimentation 
balance, but also the full signiflicance of relationships between primary and 
secondary pa~ticles. 

The. special role of primary particles was emphasized by Mecklenbur,g35 

in very complex case of Sn02-acids. The physical or ao11oidai against chemical 
aspects have then divided the scientific community, bu:t now we have to 
give full support :to the reconciliatory statements of Zsigmondy36 . 

In Oden's view the formation of precipitates may be summari,zed as 
representi:ng the following stages: 

(I) The fovmation .of nuclei cons1isting of a condensation of ions and molecules 
until the more stable unit cell is completed. The relation between the 
total number, n, of 1primarly formed nuclei and the concentration of the 
reacting ions c1 and c2 i:s 

n = const. (c1 • c2)"', 

where a seems to be dependent om the number of ions which consfatute 
the unit cell. This relation leads t10 v. Weimarn's quaHtative law on the 
increasing size of particles with the decreasing concentration of reacting 
solutions. 

(II) The growth of these nuclei has been found to follow the law 

de 

dt 

de 
where - --

dt 

is the velocity of growth, D the coefficient of diffusion, o the thickness 
of the layer of adhesion, Ot the total surface of the primary particles, 
Ct the concentration at ti:me t, and c00 the concentration of solubility. 
When this gmwth is completed, c1 = c00 , and the primary particles are 
formed. 

(III) The aggregation of primary particles to secondary aggregates is analogous 
to the coagulation of colloids and may be summarized as followis: 
(a) With deoreasi!ng charge ·Of the particles because of the ions of the 

system a critical point is reached when the primary particles aggre
gate. 

(b) PassLng below this charge, there will be a greater number of particles 
:in the aggregate. the ,smaller the charge of the individual pavticles, 
thus tending to form aggregates of an unlimited size w1ith a zero
-charge of the particles. 

(c) In the reversible aggregate there is no amalgamation of the individual 
particles and probably no equalization of the charge on the particles, 
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or else we could not account for the fact that addition of certain 
fons will again increase the charge and cause disaggregatton and 
freeing of the crystal individuals. The aggregates have been found 
to retain a certain cha.rrge and thus a difference towards the fluid. 

(d) A longer period of time :is needed for the complete formation of these 
aggregates than for the formation of nuclei and their growth is inver
sely proportional to the number of primary particles per cc if the 
electrolytes are present in the same amount, but it decreases rapidly 
with the iinc1rease in the concentration of ~he electrolytes and 1in most 
cases it is less than one minute. 

(IV) The fourth stage consists of the formation of irreversible aggregates of 
the primary particles either 

(a) of a definite structure in crystal forms; 
(b) spherolites; 
(c) or an .irrregular shape unde1r the pressure ·of external influences. 

ln the formation of the irreversLble aggregates the water envelopes 
covering the surfrace are burst open and crystal surfaces come into 
contact. 

(V) The fifth and .last stage .Ls the growing of bigger crystals at the expense 
of smaller ones. The conditions are not only a difference i:n solubility 
wi·th size but also a va1riatton in si:ze. The more prominent the latter, 
the more rapidly the recrystallization <;>r »ripening« takes place. 
In the final version Oden's stages o.f preci•pitation are: 

(i) Formation of nuclei 

(ii) Growth of nuclei into 
primary particles 

v. Weimarn, about 1905 

Noyes and Whitney; Nernst; 
Werner: 

dt 

(iii) Formation of agg•regates Oden, 1920; N. T = corust. 
(iv) Changes of reversible 

aggregates into: 
(a) larger crystalline individuals; 
(b) secondary par:ticles without 

any orientation; 
(c) 1irreversible aggregates 

(amorphous precipitates) 
(v) Ripening Wi. Ostwald, 1894. 

The coagulation phenomena with primary pairticles of barium sulfate 
under the influence of various concentrations of ammonium nitrate were also 
studied, and by using Oden's results ·our Figure 2. was constructed. 

Thus, the reversibility and irreversibility of the aggregation of primary 
particles into secondary structures, and the distances between micelles, as 
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evidenced by the peptization 'Phenomena, were familiar to the older resear
chers i:n the field. 

A similar development may be 1traced in the formatLon of real c,rystals. 
While certain crystal !1roperties have the dimensions expected from the 
lattiice theory, other appear to give results, quantitatively expressed, whioh 
are of a different order of ma.gnitude from those anticipated :firom theory. 
Smekal37 has given names to these two sorts of pnoperties the latter he 
ca11s »structure sensitive«, and the. former, »structure insensitive«. Thus, the 
latter indude density, lattice dimensions, chemical proper.ties and the energy 
content. The »structure sensitive« properties are : thermal 'and electrical con
ductivity, diffusion phenomena, photo-eleotricity, phosphoresence, resistence 
to acids, etc. Generally speaking, when different samples yield different results, 
the properties usually belong to the »structure sensitive« phenomena. Smekal 
beheves that the »structure sensiti:ve« properties are due to the mosaic stru
cture of real crystals. Smekal's ' blocks are very small, being of the order of 
10 nm maximum width. But the eviidence of the existence of such blocks, 
or larger units of submicrons, iprovided by Traube38, has not been s ufficiently 
appreciated. Figure 3 may be taken as a :prnof of the fact thart monodisperse 
particles obtained under conditions of homogeneous precipitation38a are iin fact 
aggregates of primary pairticles which are smaller than 10 ~m. · 

Ln the interpretation of precipitati.Qln phenomena the role of the medium, 
that is the influence of the »internal environment« 'Of the growing crystal, 
has been too frequently overshadowed by t he discussion of the first step 
in the numerous »repeatable« steps of the continuous or discontinuous pro
cess •of cristal growth. It seems that to greart an emphasis was laid on the 
presence of various Kossel-Stranski-Volmer-Frenkel39 »kinks«, »dis1ocations«, 
and »roughnesses« of t he crystal surface compared with the actual rnle of 
the constituents in the methoric space, that is in the region between the 
solid and liquid •phases. The arrangement of the ocmstituents of the methoric 
layer may be either of fixed or kine.tic chairacter, and in such a dynamic 
system of considerable thickness we have to lonk for the mechanisms of 
ordering and exchanging the ions and molecules with special preference to 
those constituents and clusters which may ,give to the whole system the 
transition structure of greatest probability. Besides, the possibility that the 
molecules ·of the solvent may be built, at least temporarily, ~nto the crystal 
lattice, or, in general, the effect of the stereochemical and stoichiometrical 
relatLonships of the adjacent regi·on in respect to the specific structure of 
the crystal lattice, must also be recognized. 

The interesting phenomena reported by Bunn and Emmet40 , may find a 
ready in.terpretat1on from such a point of view. They have found that the 
spreading of crystallization is accomplished ion a series of waves starting at 
some point nea,r the centre of the crystal surf.ace. The average thickness of 
the layers was found to be 200 to 400 nm. The substance on which layers 
were seen have moderate or hi.gh solubilities, and are either fonic oir contain 
strongly polar groups. The adjacent solutinn region where the number of ions 
necessary for the building of successive layers is found should be put under 
the influence of each nf the lattice layers in the formation state. Thus the 
layer of solution, the thickness of which is about, say 200 nm, must reflect 
the supersa:turation change with the discontinuous formation of the »two
-dimensional« nuclei and the continuous spreading of each of the l·attiice layers. 
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The lower the dielectric constant in the solvent the greater the attractivity 
between ions with a resulting thicke.r shell of association and a changed 
»packing« .of the ions in the methoric space. This may permit explanation that 
the layers observed by Bunn and Emmet became thinner with an increasing 
pr·oportion of a1cohol. 

In general, the crystallization ·of hetempolar systems is much more sen
sitive to the character and the condiltions of concentrabon of all of the ions 
present in the precipitating medium than is the case in systems of nonpolar 
substances, and it cannot be directly compared with the condensation from 
the vapour phase. The difference from the crystalliza1hon of melts may also 
be ma:nifested by comparing the phenomena o.f Tammann's nucleation and 
crystallization maxima with Tezak's concentration, isoeleatric, transition, cry
stallizatton and :secondary maxima4• The answers :to the questions open in 
this field could pr·obab!y be found only in an apropriate recognition of the 
mutual interdependence between the role of the crystal, of the methor~c layer, 
and of the solution. 

In rthis sense the experiments of Davies and J .Ollles (for AgC1) 42, and Turn
bull (for BaS04)43 show that the number of nuclei, their aggregation velocities, 
and the velocities of direct .growth, are all dependent upon a small and 
somebmes only transient a<nd local via.1riation of the concentration during the 
mixture of the reacting components. 

Gobbet and French44 have shown conduC'tometrically that the maximum 
rate of the di1ssappearance of ions from a solution is dependent ,on such faat:ors 
as the to:tal Ba2+ and So/- concentrations, the ratio of Ba2+ and 804

2- ions, and 
the presence of excess electrolyte. A considerable degree of supersaturation 
of the s:olution appears to be necessary before the reaction and visible pre
cipitation can be detected. For some time the reaction 1appears 1to :be of the 
1st order, and in certain number of cases, it subsequently becomes iapparently 
of the 3rd order. When the ooncerutration product was below 1.59 X 10-s no 
visible precipitation occurred, and no change i:n resistance with time oO'Uld 
be detected in the solution. The normal solubility product must be exceeded 
about 160 times before the development of nuclei will ocour spontaneously. 
Probably such results as well as the calcu1atiml!s of Kolthoff45 showing that the 
solubility of minute BaS04-crystals of 0.04 µm in diameter is about 930 times 
the normal solubiliJty, have to be attributed to special equihbria where many 
chemical species are involved. Collins and Leineweiber46 studied the kinetics 
of the homogeneous precipitation of BaS04 where the sulfate ion was .generia-· 
ted by the LaMer and Dinegar method47 of the persulfate-thiosulfate reaction. 
On the basis of :the Beckeir-Doring48 nucleati,m theory, it is assumed that the 
precipitation involves nucleation which occurs in a single burnt and which is 
followed by the diffusion-contr9lled growth of the crystallites in the super
saturated solution. U hais been found that >the supersaturation rati,o at the 
time of nucleation is strongly dependent on the purity of reagents. 

The crystallizabo.n of BaS04 upoo addition of seed crystals to stable 
supersaturated s.o1utions h as been studied conductometrically by Nanaollas 
and Pl.llrdie49 • After an initial surge the rate: - dm/dt = k (m - m 0 )n, where 
n = 20, fol1ows the growth where n = 2. 

The order .of the reactions of nucleation and growth were di:soussed by 
LaMer50, O'Rourke and Johnson51, and especially by Christiansen and Niel-
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Figure 3. - Electron micrograph of typical ultrathin cestions of sponge-like barium sulfate 
particles prepared b y the Takiyama method of homogeneous precipitation (magnification 
- 400 .000 x; J. J. Petre s, Gj. Dez e 1 i c and B. Tezak Croat. Chem. Acta 41 (1969) 183). 
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sen 52 , who tded to find a similar expressio;n to Oden's N · -r = const. LaMer's 
relationship was cPt = C()lllst., and - p (l:og c) = log t- liog. const.; taking 
(.p + 1) as the, order of reactions. In most cases the induction time was ob
served. Nielsen53 has observed nucleation and g11owth in highly supensaturated 
solutions of BaS04 , BaCr04 , BaMo04 , BaW04 , BaC03 , PbS04 , PbCr04 , PbC03 , 

SrS04 , and CaW04 • In the concentration range where the number of homo
geneously nucleated particles is larger than that of heteronuclei the induction 
period decreases from 1 to 10-4 s, and the number of iparticles found per cm3 

increases from 107 .to 1012 with increasing ooncentrabon. 

The induction period may range from 1 ms to several days, dependiing on 
the initial supersaturation. 

The rate of nucleaticn: 

J = ken, and the sfope of the curve ~og J versus fog c equats n (which sorme 
authors consider to be the number of molecules in the critical nucleus), is 
the same expression ais the one ·UJsed iby Pa.ine54 very early for ·the velocity of 
coagulation: 

R = konst. cP, where R is the vel.oci!ty 'Of coagulatilon, c the co1ncentration 
of the sa1t causi:ng coagulation, and p an e,xperimentally determined TJJumber,. 
Therefore, it is justified to think about the application of the v. Smoluchowski55 

theory of rapid and slow coagulation .iin the analysis .of predpitation processes. 
The -time T in v. Smoluchowski's expression (time from t = 0 till the time 
when the number of all particles is halved ; .or the number of primary particles 
reduced to 1/4) 1is: 

1 
T = 

4 
DR , where D is the d~ffusion coefficient, R the radius of the 

n: Vo 

sphere of interacting particles, amd v0 is the, number ·of primary particles in 
unit volume at zem time. Thus the concentration-time relationships 1are very 
far-reaching, and may be applied also to such systems describing the rpep
tization iof equivalent sols of slightly soluble metal salts by solutions ·Of orgain~c 
acids and by suspensions of gelatin and agar, as 11'.'eported by Packter and 
Matalon56 . 

On the other hand the precipitation effects in gels may be used in :the 
determination ·of isoelectric or equivalency relationships in ionic systems 
sensible to the acidity of aqueous media (Tefak57), as well as in studies of 
the stoichiometry •of precipitatirn1 under oonditiuns of diffusion. Puear, Po
kric, Graovac and Zivkovic58, have used the double diffusion method for 
determining the critical concentrations of precipitation. It has been shown 
that precipitation under the oondiittons of double diffusion obey the »equi
valency rule« cA = cB = Ccrit rather than the ionic so1ubility law cA · cB = Ks. 

Besides »classioal« systems of BaS04 amd Ag-halides almost all kinds of 
inorganic substances have been investigated, including those where the solvent, 
especially water, is a very chemically active component in the precipitation 
process. Such a field o·f metal hydr.oxides was attacked .by Sillen's school59 , 

while the complex systems .of metal-oxide and hydroxide sols have played 
a very prominent role in the. clarification of questions of the colloidal and 
general chemistry throughout these 75 years. A very interesting recent con
tribution is the preparation of monodisperse hydrous ·oxide sols by Matijevic 
and coworkers6°. 
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Data showing that the charges on pure crysfals which 1are in equilibrium 
with their saiturated solution have also to be taken into consideration may 
be found both in older (e.g., Michaelis aind Dokan61 ; Kiruyt and ·van der Wil
lingen62) and recent reports. Weiss, Ericson and Herz63 have shown that 
AgBr-crystals for all the 10-3 M sols have a zero point of chalige (zpc) at pAg 
5.3 ± 0.2 independently (a) of the c.rystal habit, (b) crystal size from 0.4 to 
1.6 µm edge-length, (c) crystal size distribution, and (d) •incorporation of 4 mol 
O/o iodide into the crystal. However, mere dilution of this sol to 10-5 M . l\gBr 
lowered the zpc to .pAg 2-4. On the same 10-3 M AgBr dispersion at pBr 
3 .independent electr01phoresis and adsorption measurements were carried out 
when varying amount of a cationic cyanine dye were added. A simple linear 
relation was established between the electrophoretic mobility and the adsorbed 
dye ions; the ads001ption of 1014 dye ions/cm2 was just sufficient to reduce 
the initial negatiive mohility of AgBr to zero. This amount of cyaniine dye 
coincides with the concentriation of Br--tons adsorbed to cubic AgBr-crystals 
at pBr 3, suggesting simple charge neutraUz.ation at the surface. Therefore, 
interesting relationships have to be expected with systems where the ratio 
between the precLpita•ting ions is radically changed either 1n o.r without the 
presence of foreign ions or molecules. 

As can be seen from the examples reported we have limited our present
ation to slightly soluble substances. The behavior of such systems cannot be 
considered to be the same as ·the. crystalli:zatiion of soluble saHs, where high 
concentrations must be reached to prov·oke a precipitation. At high concen-

. trations the ions a~re already under the direct influence of their long-range 
coulombic interactions, and one of the first steps i1n the precipitat ion may 
proceed in a way very similar to the squeezing of the solvent under the inter
nal pressUTe, ·of the condensing ions. The ability of solvent molecules to fit into 
the crystal lat·tice or. to enhance the ' probability of various crystal forms, 
especially ·of a transient characteT, must not to be overl-ooked under such 
circumstances, and such situations are considered in this review only in wider 
aspect. 

However, V. :K!ohlschiltter's64 data about the formation of »somatoids« 
may be considered representative for all precipitates. 

The term »somatoid« denotes small independent particles - mostly of cry
stalline structure - which have a characteriisfac shape, but are nevertheless 
essentially different from the true, perfect or only partially developed crystals. 

In this respect Wesselowski and Wassiliev65 describe single species on 
the basis of •several orders of structural elements. The parameters and mutual 
relations of these elements determine the nature of a given disperse body. 

They distinguish the following orders: 

(1) Crystallites (as defined by Tammann) of all forms and sizes down to ultra
microns; 

(2) Characteristic aggregations 'Of cryistallites which p lay the role of bricks in 
the building-up of larger bodies (analogous to V. :K!ohlschiltter's »somatoids« 
or to the »micelles« of colloidal chemistry) ; 

(3) Textures, i. e. still larger elements, forming the greater part of macro
scopic bodies. 
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Crystallites have always been considered »elemen1Js of the first order«. 
One step further has been made by H. W. K<lhlschiitter66 who, in addition 

to Wesselowsiki-Wassiliev's »systematics 'O·f disperse bodies«, which calliS all 
particles of dimensions langer than molecules »disperse structures«, different
iates »discrete disperse« and »compact disperse« systems. 

When speaking about systematics mention should be made of Wo. 
Ostwald's67 verry far-reaching frame embracilllg the whole of colloid science, 
from which we have taken a term which is especially relevant am.d pertinent 
to disperse systems in solution: it is methoric and methorical, clearly pointing 
to the significance of the t w o or more boundaries amd the region between 
them. 

PRESENTATION OF EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS BY DIAGRAMS 

In order to demonstrate the mutual relahonships between various results 
on pcr-ecipitate formation and dLSsolu-ti·on, we have plotted obserivaible systems 
in XYZ-d·iagrams where the perpendicular axes show both the spatial (con
centra·tional) and temporal states of the two main precipitatian components, 
and o•f the precipitate .itself. That such an a·pproach may clarify ·some funda
mental ques•tions will be shown by discussing cases of dissolution of solid 
ionic substances .in comparison to the processes and states encouintered in the· 
formation of the solid phase, all in aqueous solutions. T·o rahonalize the use 
of parameters in the changing fourdimensional space we have •to start w.~th the 
point of or1gin where the dista·nces between intemcti:ng ll!nits, ions, atoms, 
molecules, as well as between them and their aggregates, are given jn their 
closest · approach, while on the three perpendicular axes are in logafi.thmic 
scale the initial or resulting concentrntions of the maim precipitating compo
ne1I1t.s, and of the corresponding solid , or any of the intermediate products 
after a defini•te period of time. 

By Figure 4 presenting the »expanding cube« of solutions arnd the »dis
persion spaces« we will try to define the positions of various spatial-temporal 
co.nfigurntion.s belonging to pointed mutual relationshi>ps. 

In case of dissoliution, by adding to a ·original solid a kirnd of solvent, e.g., 
w ater, the resulting equilibrated solid/•solu1Jioin system will be represented by 
the positi>on of the solid in the equivalency section, while the dimension of 
the cube will correspond to solubility. 

For orientational purposes it may be useful to present in brief some 
structural aspects which accompany the transformation of a simple ionic siub
stance in the process of systematic dilution. The first extensive study of such 
kind was given by Narten, Vaslow and Levy68 not long ago. 

Aqueous LiCl solutions of near, saturation concentration expressed in units 
ratio H20 or D20 : LiCl = 3, till LiCl · 136 H 20 or LiCl · 66.9 D20, were studied 
by X-ray and neutron diffraction, respectively. All data are ·shown to be 
consistent with a simple model inv:olving only the nearest neighbor interactions. 
The co-ordination of water oxigen atoms around c1- appears to be mostly 
octahedral, while around Li+ it appears to be tetrahedral. The LiCl · 3H20 
is similar in composition to the crystalline dihydrate precipitated from sa
turated LiCl solutions. There is only a very small total number of water 
molecules, and many of them are shared between the hydration layers of the 
ions. The liquid character is displayed by the high fluctuations <lf the OCl and 
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OLi distances. When the molar compositi()ln of the solution becomes about 10 the 
diffraction pattern begim.s to be shifted towards that of pure water. Foir all 
but very concentrated LiCl solutions, dyinamic effects c~rnse the coordination 
numbers to fluctuate as 6 ± 1 and 4 ± 1, respectively. In our diagram the LiCl 
solid/solution equilihrated sys•tem will be presented by a very small cube 
near the origin; a1I1d on the basic plot along the X aind Y axes there will be 
only cationic and aniornic aquo complexes, Tespectively. Obviously, similair 
systematic data on less soluble substances in diluted ,solutions obtained by 
relaxation spectrometry may reveal the effect of 1ong-range forces resuJting 
in the formation of various complexes, iom.-pairs and clusters, and thu:s fillim.g 
the gap between the concentrated systems and those where the Debye-Hiickel 
treat ment of the dilute electrolyte solutions could be applied. How great the 
influence of the amount of solid (by application of Wo. Ostwald's69 »Boden
korpemegel«) will be, may be a .special question. 

If we have to prepare the precipifate fr.om a solution, the situations are 
fundamentally different fr.om the corresponding sys tem of dissolution, and 
we have to take im.to account all the elements mentioned in various cas e 
histories which were presented in the previous chapter. And there are even 
more complicated factors when the precipitating components are not :in equi..: 
valent relationship of the precipitating components or there are foreign accom
panying ions in the initial salt solution. In fact, a whole range of processes 
and states are encountered here before and after the e,quilihrated state is 
reached. Much more so in the case of systems very far from equHibrium, 
especially when one of the precipitating components is ilil great excess, OT when 
there .are foreign fons and molecules in the medium. The expe;rimental data 
may .be indicative of situations in the bulk solution, •in the methoric layer 
between phases, and in the emerging solid phase, but most frequently of 
theiT common and complex interactions. Depending on the s t ate of the system 
interpretations may be given in terms of thermody:namics, kinetics or elemen
tary processes, taking ililto account the very different temporal characteristics 
of v.ariorus intermediate component priocesses and structures. For illustration 
we will give some examples. 

APPROACHING AND DEFINING THE EQUILIBRIUM STATES BY PRECIPITATION 

By mixing two preoipitati!l!g components in more and more diluted so
lutions the limit will be reached when 1no precipitate will appear, even after 
a very long period of time. Such boundaries between precipitating · and 'non
-precipitating systems determined ilil a systematic way may represent equili
brium states which sometimes may correspond to the solubilities obtained by 
dissolving the solids im. adequate solutions. For the presentation of s uch results 
our thTee-dimensi,onal diagram in Figure 4 or a presentation .iin tw.,o-dimensional 
reduction on the basic XY plane may be used. The ·precipitation boundaries 
reflect the eXJistence of species controlli'Il'g the transition f110m solution to s olid 
phase ,and the sl.opes m.ay be used for the determination of the composition 
of such species and definition of the equilibrium conditions. Inside the bO'lm
daries, on the prectpitation side, there are processes and structures which 
kinetically represent various features of the so-called »precipitation bodies«, 
PB, while their outer contours indicate,, after a reasonable period of time, 
the true or very :near equilibrium states. In fact, we could differentiate70 at 
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Figure 5. - Types of »precipitation bodies«, BP, for: rhodamin B - sodium fluorescein, and 
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thalium iodate, and zinc oxalate in water and 400/o ethanol (C-ty pe) ; ferric and thorium hydro
xide (D-type) ; all represented in a plot of logarithm of cationic v s. anionic component con-

centration. 

least four types of »precipitation bodies« which are illustrated in Fi.gure 5 
by examples. These PB-types are distinguished by the dominant processes of: 
(A) neutralization; (B) ionic srolubility; {C) formation of I.on-pairs and associates; 
and (D) rnnsymetrical tonic activity (involving the chemical interactions with 
solvent). 

In many cases the ex>perimental PB ·are combinations of two or three 
types. E.g., the precipitating system of silver b!1omide represents a com
bination of three types, .if besides the outer boundairies, the very distinct inter
nal oontours are also considered. Not only silver bromide, but all the silver 
halides have a neutralization zone along the equivalency ratio of the pTe
cipitating components delineatinig on both sides almost symetrical and expe
rimentally well defined negative and positive colloid systems o·f the so-called 
sols •in statu nascendi. Since these fea•tures are veTy revealing it seems worth
while to study the kinetics of appropriate systems inside the precipitation 
boundaries of our PB, and to complete the data representing the equilibrium 
states. 

KINETICS OF PRECIPITATION PROCESSES 

While the ooter contours Tepresenting the .solubility boundaries of the 
general precipitation diagrams, ·Or as we called them, the »precipitating 
bodies«, PB, have to be detel'lnined after a reasonable time in order to .reach 
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the equilibrium states, the mechanisms of the underlyiJng processes controlling 
the systems ililside the PB can be detected only by following the kinetics of 
precipitation as closely ais possible. 

The relationships between concentrations and the critical times for the 
initially detected change of the system were usually determined along ooe 
section through PB. The values of scattered light or .of particle sizes may be 
plotted as a function ·Of time (time-tyndallograms :resp. time-dispersoidograms), 
and the intersec1Jit01I1s of the tangents to the steepest pairts of the precipitation 
curves with the abscissae, where times are in logarithmic scale, give the 
critical times, tcrit· If the loga1rithms of concentrations are ·iJn linear ,relationship 
with critical times, then it .is highly probable that the underlying mechanism 
is the same. Otherwise discontinuities indicate a change in the character of 
the cootrolling mechanism. 

We have chosen two cross-sections th:rnugh the PB of silver bromide. In 
Figure 6, exiperimootal cases with two concentrations of silver nitrate are 
shown: 1 X 10-4 mol dm-3 (I), and 5 X 10-6 mol dm-3 (II). The ordinates Te
present the critical tJimes in logarithmic scale, while as abscissae are loga
rithms of potassium bromide concentrations. 

If we follow the precipitation curve of the systems with 5 X 10-6 mol dm-3 

silver nrl.trate we ca!Il see that silver bromide, precipitating und~r such circrum
stances shows two very expressive maxima, d.n the region of the highest and 
lowest concentrations. These are the concentration71 and crystallrzation72 ma
xima, respectively. Between them the so-called isoelectric and transition 
maxim.a may appear, while the »empty« periods between the max.ima may be 

... 
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Figure 6. - Formation of the silver bromide precipitate in a plot of logarithm of potassium 
bromide concentration vs. logarithm of critical time, t c"'" in seconds; for concentrations of 

silver nitrate : 1.0 x 10-• and 5.0 X 10-• molar, at 20 •c. 
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used to study the influence of various additional factors. Accordiingly, in a 
series of silver halide precipitates we were able to observe the key phenomena 
of the coagulation and flocculation of primary particles, while in cases of 
sparingly soluble sulfates, following opposite effects, it was possible to de
monstrate thE\ delayiil!lg action on embryos or nuclei formation73 (reverse 
Schulze-Hardy rule). Figure 7 shows the results of experiments with 4 X 10-4 M 
AgN03 and 1.2 X 10-3 KBr systems .The »empty« period .of time is at least of 
3 orders of ma:gnitude. Using such systems the experiments .of coagulation 
and flocculation were performed in a way commonly used for sols in statu 
nascendi. The coagulants were salts: KN03 , Ba(N03) 2, .and La(N03 ) 3 , and the 
flocculant was nonionic Triton T-X-305. In the diagram of Figure 7 the ab
scissae values are logariithms of equivalents of inorganic salts, or of moles of 
the surface active substance; the o.rdi:nates are corresponding critical times 
on the logarithmic scale. 

4 
AgN0

3 
= 4 x 10-1. mot dm-3 

K Br = 2x10-3 

293 K 

~ 2 ........ -lf------l---~f-----+-----1--1------+----\---l--+------l 
u 

2 3 4 5 6 7 

- lg f- CM~ ( N03)x / mol dm-3 

Figure 7. - Critical times, t.,'"' in logarithmic scale, of coagulating action of potassium, 
barium, and lanthanum ions, and flocculating action of nonionic Triton T-X-305, for negafively 

charged silver bromide sols in statu nascendi. 

In all these cases there were negatively cha•r,ged primary particles, for
med immediately after the mixing of precipitating components, in rapid inter
actions with oounter ions as ooagulating agents, or - with adsorbed molecules 
- by moving from diluted to mrnre ooncentrated systems: sensitisation, the 
flocculation maximum, and then stabilization. 

Many other experiments were performed yieldiJng data on the influence 
of the i·o.nic size, the mixture .of electr.olytes, solvents, temperature, aind other 
factors74 • The directly obtained data on precipitation kinetics have been 
completed with determinations of adsorption75, exchange rates76 , and electro-
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phoretic v:alocities77, then by optical and electron~microscopical observations78, 

X-ray determinations79, chemical analyses80, and other pl'Ocedures; and in 
the light of all these data the mechanisms at the level of elementary processes 
have been analyzed. 

TO THE SET-UP OF ELEMENTARY MECHANISM 

There are very characteristic effects of the size and valency of the counter 
ions or accompanyii1ng ions of the main precipitatilng components 'in the pre
cipitation phenomena, especially with sols in statu nascendi. In numerous cases 
the relationship between the loga•rithm of the critical coagulation concentration 
(c. c. c.) and the valency of the counter lion could be expressed by Bjerrum's 
critical distance81: 

Z1Z2e2 
dcri t = 

2
kT D , a1ssuming that z1 represents the uniivalent potential deter-

mining ion fixed to the wall, and 2 2 the ,valency of the counter ion. Similar 
considerations may include the influence of the ionic radii and of the di
electric constant82• In Figure 8 the ex:perimental results obtained with mixed 
solvents are shown. The linearity was iproved so frequently and in such
diversity of systems83, that the regular features and exceptions will enable 
us to analyse many essentiial parts .of the composite mechanism. In thi:S1 sense, 
already one of the :first interpretations84 represented by F0igure 9 may be of 
some use. 

In ·Figure 9 there is ·a set-up of iinteracting univalent counter ions with 
chlorine ions fixed on silver chloride; ci.ll under the assumption that the critical 
energy i:s 1 kT (owing to the reduced degree of freedom), and •its lri:near 
equivalent in the c0ritical distance (for univalent electron charges, T = 293 K, 
and D = 80) ·is 7.2 A. It is quite clear that the relat1onship between concen
trations and distances could be treated .only as an expression of statistical 
events, amd thus leaving room .m the space between 'interacting ions for the 
statistically determined composition of the molecules expressing the macro 
dielectric con!Stant. 

Therefore, the average distances in the accompanying distribution volumes 
have to be compared with the distribution volumes of ions in bulk solution 
under co.rresponding conditions of coagulation. Such distribution \nolumes or 
'cages' of the polyvalent counter ions may cover more than one of the potential 
determiniing iions, but the determinations ·Of adsorption75 have shown that 
equivalent amolllilts ·Of counterfons are kept with coagulated iparticles. This 
fact may remind us of the :presence of spatial-temporal stoichiometrical re
lations. Figure 10 shows a C·orresponding scheme. 

In the mechanism of flocculation, instead o coulombic interactions, the 
role of adsorptiion, and the resulting distribution -of the adsorbed species 
between the methoriical layer and bulk solution, are the preponderant factors 
of the instability and stability states of the systems. If the s tereochemical, or 
more generally, the physical and chemkal forces of some molecular or ionic 
species for the interaction with colloid particles are of such a magnitude, that 
appreciable diifferences in the distr.ibution of the osmotically active units in the 
bulk solurtion and metho·ric layer can occur, the phenomena of flocculation o.r 
stabilization are be encountered. Such flocculation phenomena have been 
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Figure 9. - Schematic presentation of the relationship between the critical distance, de.it, and 
the logarithm of critical coagulation concentration of univalent alkaline ions vs. negatively 
charged surfaces of silver chloride particles; the scheme shows critical distances and con
centrations just inside or outside the range of formation of ion-pairs between the stabilizing 
chlorine ion and corresponding counter ion (adopted Figures 9 and 10 from Z. physikal. 

Chem. A 191 (1942) 270). 

stud,ied by LaMer86 using large macromolecules, although the effects are not 
limited only to macromolecules, very large polyelectrolytes, or various surface 
active agents; ions and molecules below the molecular weight of 1000 also 
display characteriSltics of flocculation85• 

It should be stressed that the basic common mechanism iirl coagulation 
by electrolytes, and in flocculation by adsorption, may be presented by the 
differences in the concentration of kinetically active units in the methorical 
layer and the solution in bulk; Cmeth > Cbulk for stahilization, and Cmeih < Cbulk 

for aggregation. 
CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK 

Naturally, the complex interactions between a large number of uruits 
characterized by a wide spectrum of reaction rates should be outlined :i!Il 
general terms, i. e. in a form which may be called a primitive model ,of innic 
precipitatron systems, including also some concepts of a primitive interpretation 
of situations generally encountered in electrolytic solutions. In this respect the 
first approach is to look at the processes along a spectrum embrncing the 
events on the three- or two-dimensional space levels in close corunection with 
the bme scale. 
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Such a spatial-temporal set-up may reveal the successive ·or simultaneous 
appearance of dominant 'spectral' lines according to the position of the smallest, 
volume unit of the distributton function which is representa1Ji.'Ve for the 
identification of the system as a whole. In Figure 11 there i:s a schematic 
presentation of such orelationships. In homogeneoUJS and quasi-homogeneous 
systems with amicr.onic units of such distrihution volumes, the linear dimen
sions of interactiions between atoms, ions, and molecules are very near to the 
state of smallest approach, but the spectrum of energy, entropy and time 
exchanges may be very wide, including photonic, electrnnic, vibrational, ro
tational, and other configuratiiona: effects. By the formation of larger aggre
gates the representative volume units have to embrace the mechanisms of at 
least three different groups: (1) the bulk of liquid phase, (2) the bu1k of solid 
or semi-solid p'hase, and (3) the regi0111 .between these two bul!k phases (methor.ic 
layer), a1s well as the resulting .mutual interactions. 
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Figure 11. - The distribution function of units in transition from homogeneous system to 
heterogeneous one is accompanied by characteristic changes in interactions of ions, molecules, 
and particles, on both, spatial and temporal scales, including quantum-mechanical (non
-classical) , electrostatic, and other exchanges in bulk phases, in methorical layers, and in 
interactions between emerging colloidal particles ; scheme represents probable situations cor-

responding to volumes of 10-• and 10-• M of linear dimensions. 

Under vigorous stirring of a solution in which precip~tation occurs the 
representative volume units and the interacting entities may reach macroscopic 
dimensions and the times of interactions are mailllly divided between two 
phases and mechanical intervenhorns. Generally speaking, the results of .our 
observations are display of cumulative effects, while the identification of dlis
crete spectra will be a formidable task. Naturally, some correlation between 
macroscopic phenomena and elementary structural dynamics could be revealed 
if the i·nfluence of the step-by-step variations of components or factors were 
foUowed and intepreted in the broader terms of the averaged space and time 
notions. In this sense the averaged time for interacting precipitating ions may 
be, in the first approximation, divided according to concentration into three 
main space regions. The dominant distribution sphere can be simply obtained 
if the actual volume .of the system given by concentration is divided by the 
number of ions. The function of the thus obtained iiliteracting distances against 
concenbratton may be used for construing relationships between corresponding 
averaged spatial-temporal vol:ume areas ·indicating the probabilities that the 
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Figure 12. - Plot of concentrations vs. interionic distances and their distribution volumes 
reflecting the state of free solvated ions (aquo-complexes) and the association shells of short
-range and long-rarige (electrostatic) 1 : 1 valent ionic interactions (the concentration of 
solubility limit corresponding . to case of 50'/o association - A, and of nearly completely as-

sociated case - B), for a substance of about 10-• M solubility. 

ions is found either in the state of a hydrated complex (free ion), or that of a 
chemically associated entity .of precipitating j,ons, or of the Bjerrum's ooulombic 
ion-pairn, including the formation of various clusters. All these relationships 
are given schematically i:n Figure 12. Fo·r a solute of the symmetrical 1-1 
chal'ge type in a boia.rderline case of solubility equilibrium the averaged time 
of assoc:iati-ons (chemical and coulombic) for •precipiitating icms may be taken 
as correspondi:ng to the equal volumes of a spherical shell -of the radius r 
and thickness dr, and an internal sphere -of '(r-dr) radius representing hydrated 
ions in free state. Inside the associatioo shell there may be, at the -outer 
periphery, a shell of the thickness representing the critical Bjerrum's di
stance, while the full thickness of the shell corresponds to the chemical 
_interactions of the oppositely charged ions p•receding a precipitation. In our 
case, when the con.centration of the precipitating ions is changed from 1 X 10-4-

,M (case A) to that of 1 X 10-2 M (case B), the correspond~nig averaged spatial-
temporal confi:guration of free hydrated ions has practically disappeared leaving 
only about 1°/o .of the precipitating substance in the 1solution, with the same 
configmation as in the case of the borderline solubility condition. Ln this 
way configurati:on B has to be accompanied by configuTation A, but the main 
association volume will represent depending on the chosen time, s·ome or 
almost all S'Ulbsystems from clustering, embryonaticm, nucleation, formation of 
primary particles of some stability (sols in statu nascendi), to secondary and 

- -- ...;_ :-- L 
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higher structures, representing the results of di·rect growth or agglomeration 
of smaller units, or both. 

If there ,is a ca,se of 2 : 2 electrolyte with a much higher solubility, the 
corresponding configurations are shown dn Figure 13, where besides ;analogous 
cases A' aind B' to the scheme of Figure 12, the position .of very soluble sub
stance (case C) are .represented. In cases of very soluble substances the inter
acting distainces are within the sphere of lonig-Tange forces, and rthe critical 
precipitation concentrations represent something the like contraction of the 
distorted dynamical lattice under the influence of already acting short-range 
forces. In fact, the 1 X 10-4 M case is near to the. circumstances of the AgCl 
system (or that of BaS04 if the range .of caulombic interactions .is chaniged 
from 3.6 to 14 A), that, of 3 X 10-2 M to the CaS04 , and that of - 5 M to NaCL 
The differences in ensembles, caused by short-range and l°'ng-range forces 
are certainly manifested also by various higher structures in the .precipitate 
formation. 

- 3 range of coulombic 

interactions 

:...2 

-1 

'7 
E 
"O 0 
0 
E -......._ 
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Figure 13. - Plot of concentrations vs. interionic distances and their distribution volumes 
reflecting the state of free solvated ions (aquo-complexes) and the association shells of short
-range and long-range (electrostatic) 2 : 2 val~nt ionic interactions (at the concentration of 
solubility limit corresponding to 50'/o association - A', and of nearly completely associated 
case - B'), for a substance of about 3 X 10-2 M solubility; C represent a case of 1 : 1 valent 

system of high solubility (about 0.7 M). 

The ,i;nteriplay of aggregation (coagulation and flocculation) and direct 
and indirect growth processes play an important role in the development vf 
larger spatial-temporal units. In this very iinterplay one of the most significant 
roles is to be assigned to the formation of the configurati:onal relationships of 
the methoric layer in comparison to the more static structure of the emerging 
solid phase, on the one hand, and the dynamic structure of foe solution tin 
bulk, on the other hand. Again, a conceptual scheme of such relationships 
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is given in Figure 14. The three areas i:n Figure 14 have to point the states 
and processes in homogeneous, transitional (amicronic, ultramicro and micro) 
heterogeneous, and macro heterogeneous subsystems, from which precipitation 
systems are usually composed. 

The spatial-tempo;ral oonfiguratiooo in urpper area, show the role of short
-range {1s-r) and long-range (1-r) forces, as well as of vairious clusters; midle 
area represents: (a) the presence of embryonic solid, (b) ithe >'>pecial textuire of 
the so-called comple}C()id species (s-1) entities belonging simultaneously .to one 
more static and dynamic (liquid) environment, (c) the confiigurati:on of the 
dynamic structure in the methoric layer, and (d) the distribution of elemental 
kinetic entities iln the ,solution of the hulk; and lowest 1area shows the 1possible 
paths by which, ·Separately or in a special kind of comb1natirnn from ulitra
miom- or micro~primary particles {sols in statu nascendi), the micrn and 
macro heterogeneous sys·tems are formed. 

One should bear in mind that each of the experimentally observable steps 
may be composed 'Of quite a w.ide spectrum of spati·al-temporal events sche
matically represented in our Fi·gure 11, a:nd that the. 1relationships of the 
'statistical-geometrical' local arrangement could be assigned as discrete spe
ctrum by a careful registration of the continuities and discontinuities in the 
micro and macro behavior covedng wider areas of the system under a 
systematic variat1on of many or all influential factors. We have tried to 
present briefly how far from such a point of view 1are there signals for an 
adequate develorpment of our knowledge of precipitation phenomena i:n these 
75-years. 

RETROSPECTS AND PROSPECTS 

Although the direct heterogeneity o:f the colloidal systems and the relation
ships between the concentration of the molecules, ions, and collod.dal particles, 
and the time factor in diffus1ion and coagulation experiments were the most 
important results of Zsigmondy87, Einstein88, Svedberg89, Perrin90 , v. Smo
luchowski55 and others in the first quarter of this century, the full consequences 
of the spatial-temporal spectra of component events in ionic precipitation sy
stems cannot be considered fully establd.shed. 

It is interesting to note that the first observed discontinuities in precipitat
ion gave rise to controversial opinions about nucleation and crystal growth 
phenomena. One can say that only Oden has clearly pointed to the role of 
the aggregation of pnimary particles, although his BaS04 system is not the 
most convenient model for the demonstration of coagulation or flocculation 
processes. 

The other aspects of ionic precipitation were studied more extensively 
than coagulation and flocculation, hut again without the full appreciation 
of the structural dynamics of all the essential rparts which have to be re
flected by the kinetics and mo!1phology of the systems. 

We have tried to detect var1ous facets of the precipitation phenomena to 
lea:11n more 1aibout the mechanisms which belong to the fundamental concepts 
of physics and chemistry: the notions of 1space and time. 

Probably, because of the loss of interest in the study 'Of systems iln aqueous 
solution, and turning towards the crystal growth from melts and under special 
conditions of temperature and pressure, as shown by the repocts presented 
in the Journal of Crystal Growth and by the material diiscusised at internatrional 
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75 YEARS OF INTERFACE CHEMISTRY 

STAGES IN FORMATION OF IONIC PRECIPITATES 
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Figure 14. - Schemes illustrating the transition stages in formation of ionic precipitates 
pointing to the characteristic interactions and the dominating half-lives for structures at 
various levels of aggregation; the role of short-range and long-range forces in interactions 
between constituent ions and molecules in formation of clusters, embryos, nuclei, and primary 
particles, as well as in methorical layers between liquid and solid bulk phases is indicated. 
The transition of various kinds of primary particles into larger units proceeds either through · 
direct growth or some of the abrupt aggregation processes (precipitation under condition of 
equivalency of precipitating ions; aggregation caused by exhaustion of kinetically effective 
species in the methorical layer caused by crystallization; coagulation or flocculation effects 
caused by presence of foreign substances in the medium of precipitation; in general, all 
processes controlled by Cmeth < cbuik relationship) . Besides genotypical structures such con
secutive or simultaneous processes of various durations may be reflected in phenotypical 

characteristics of precipitates. 
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conferences, during the rpast 25 years, from the very coherent studies of v. 
Weimarn, Oden and V. K.ohlschutter, .only fragment approaches have rprevailed. 
It is also possible that the too early deaths of the protagonists in the thirties 
(Oden, 1934; v. Weimarn, 1935; V. Kohlschutter 1938; Wo. Ostwald, 1943), and 
afterwards .of La Mer (1966), who gave the experimental and theoretical de
nition of flocculation, and .of Sillen (1970), who introduced rpolyinuclears expe
rimentally and theoretically, caused the critical discontinuity in the compre
hensive and coherent treatment of the field. The .same may be said of the 
general treatment of non-equilibrated systems, as well as of the indiscriminate 
interpretation of solubility equilib.ria when the initial stages are represented 
by solid bodies, or by the reaction of component species. 

It is true, that a comprehensive theory iincluding all the important con
cepts, models and partial theories, and giving the dght predictions of expe
rimental results, would be composed of too many 1parameters to be of :practical 
value. Therefore, a »grand-design« approach may comprise three paths leading 
to useful general and special points of view, namely, (i) the macroianalytical 
procedures using step-by-step .investigations .of relatively large ,r egions which 
should be consistent with the nature of the subject iand the method applied; 
(ii) the microanalytri:cal procedures applied to var1ous systems which may 
interact with one another producing some complex but clearly definable re
suHJs; such Lnvestigations covering various systems, methods and techniques 
should use some step-and-repeat vairiations; and (iii) the 1synthesis of the 
results of a large number of systematically-carried out exrperiments with cur-

. rent concepts, models and theories in .such a way that the unity of thought, 
expressions and facts is preserved. 

Now, when very advanced !instrumentation is at hand not only for 
experimental determi:nation of the facts, but also for s1mulahon of models 
and moduls for a multidimensional interpretation of complex phenomena, 
priority should be given t'O clear conceptual differentiation of the componelllt 
parts from which the 1investigated system ~s composed. 

The best guides in complex precipitation phenomena are the continuities 
and discontinuities in various relationships between concentrabons and critical 
times controlling the appearence of a characteristic form, size, composition or 
structure of the precipitate. 

In this way the appearence of the precipitates could be used as a very 
sensitive indicator which may be compared, in many respects, with the results 
obtained by modern relaxation spectrometry. Moreover, there are potentialities 
that by applying to the full ·the step-by-step, ·and step-and-repeat immense 
posibHities of variati.o:ns of components and other parameters, the spatial
-tempornl events for very complex but also very important real systems will be 
revealed. Thus, besides the analytical significance of the results of relevant 
researches, their aipplications and implications in viitaly. important areas are 
also included. 
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SAZETAK 

75 godina studija precipitacije, kristalizacije, koagulacije i flokulacije u ionskoj 
otopini - pristrani osvrt 

Bofo Tefak 

Uzevsi da precipLtacija slabo topljivih supstancija iz vodendh otopLna predsta
vlja moguenost za opcu i poseb.nu karakterizaciju iprecipitacije, kris.talizacije, koagu
lacije i flokulacije, prikazani su radovi G. A. Huletta, P. P . von Weimarna, S. Ode111a, 
A. Smekala, V. Kohlshtittera, Wo. Ostwalda, V. K. LaMera i drugih, u ovih proteklih 
75 godina, istaknuvsi podudaranja i razlike u eksperimentalnim rezultatima i nji
hovoj interpretaciji. 

Za stainja stabilnos,ti/inestabilnosti kod svih sastavnih subsistema (embrionacije, 
nukleacije, koagulacije i flokulacije primarnih cestica) precipitacijskih procesa, pri
mij enjen je uglavnom isti mehanizam utjecaja r azlike u koncentraciji mikrokompo
nenata dzmedu metorickog sloja i unutrasnjosti otopiine. 

Posebno je naglasena uloga koncentracijskih i prostorno-vremenskih faktora u 
pojavljivanju intermedijara i raznih cjeli:na koje uvjetuju stvaranje n euravnoteze
nih struktura. Nalazi su promatrani s jedinstvenog gledista uzevsi n obzir sile 
kratkog i dugo.g dosega kod pojave diskontinuiteta u prostonno-vremensklim funk
cijama. 

Prikazani su n a primjerima pristupi sa stanoviSta termodiinamike (uravnoteze
nih sis.tema), kinetike i elementarnih procesa. Relaoije izmedu koncentracije, pro-· 
storne raspodjele i trajanja raznih interakcija izmedu molekula, iona I raz.nih 
ag'regata, preds>tavljaju podlogu za temeljne prostorno-vremenske spe,ktre koji karak
teriziraju ipojedine jeddnice precipitacionog procesa. 

TrafoCi raciona1nu osnovicu za interpretaciju sirokog spektra kriticnih inter
akcija kod ·prelaza homogenog sistema u heterogeni, izlozena je primjena tzv. »pre
cipitacijskih tijela« i drugih diagramskih prikaza distribucionih funkcija . 
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